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Abstract. Controlling a dynamic and distributed device ensemble is
challenging. Such ensemble should support their users pro-actively, by
taking useful actions automatically. Here, we propose an approach in
which methods of deployed objects are annotated with preconditions
and effects. From those annotations, we construct planning operators
that are used in a distributed planning system. The resulting system
is able to control a real laboratory infrastructure without any central
control component such that goal-directed behavior emerges from the
interplay of all deployed devices.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Modern living or working environments offer a large number of services and
options to their users. Pro-actively controlling such environments is a challenging
task within the area of Ambient Intelligence and a yet open research problem.
Given a goal the user wants to achieve, the ensemble of devices and services needs
to compute a supporting sequence of actions that lead from the current state of
the world into one satisfying the given goal. Our long-term aim is the realization
of pro-active assistance in dynamic and heterogeneous device ensembles. As soon
as new devices enter the ensemble, they integrate themselves seamlessly into it
and support the user without the need for further setup or integration.

Recently an algorithm has been presented to compute and execute a sup-
porting sequence of actions in smart environments in a completely decentralized
manner [12,11]. This lack of a central planning component supports our long-
term aim as goals are achieved via communication between all available devices
and devices can join and leave this process at any time. In this paper, we de-
scribe our adaption of this approach, employ it in an existing environment, and
evaluate its feasibility in a real-world setting. In addition, we rely on existing
software components, which encapsulate the devices functionality, and present a
way how they can be used for distributed planning without the need to change
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them. To enable a goal-directed emergent behavior we annotate all methods
with a formal specification of their preconditions and effects. These annotations
allow an automatic planning of supporting actions. During the planning phase,
we automatically construct planning operators and deploy those into the en-
vironment. The planning operators form a network and a spread of activation
approach, which is described below, is taken to select actions for execution.
Figure 1 contains an overview of this approach. For existing devices we deploy
software components, which encapsulate the communication with them. We an-
notate these software components with a formal description of preconditions and
effects of their actions to allow the generation of planning operators that are then
used for decentralized action selection.
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of our system: From devices to spread-of-activation
networks

As this is still ongoing research, we are here primarily interested in the fea-
sibility of the approach within a real-world setting. Therefore, the system has
been realized completely and is currently in use within our laboratory. The nov-
elty of our approach presented here is the automatic construction of planning
operators and the spread-of-activation network to enable decentralized planning
in a smart environment. This extends the previous work, described below, which
relies on a static ensemble and a pre-configured set of planning operators. The
contribution of this paper is two-fold: (a) We show how to specify preconditions
and effects of methods in a very modular manner, and how to derive formal
planning operators from those annotations. As mentioned above, this does not
require a modification of the underlying implementation - only an annotation
of methods. (b) In addition we report on some initial experiments, showing the
general applicability of the approach in non-trivial situations with a sufficient
performance. The system is used on a daily basis to control a smart meeting
room with various devices.
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2 Related Work

Many researchers have developed techniques for the challenging task of a decen-
tralized control of distributed systems. One aspect of this field is the emergence
of complex functionality through interaction of components in the system. Be-
low we give a brief overview of existing techniques that do not require a central
component to achieve emergent functionality.

One technique is the tuple space [4] with extension to distributed tuple spaces
[10]. In the field of autonomous robotics the Peis system has been developed,
which uses a distributed tuple space with an event mechanism to connect Peis-
Components [13]. Each component can consist of links to sensors and actuators,
perception, modeling, and deliberation modules. The tuple space is used as an
information storage and gives components the ability to store information, which
can be accessed by other components, and thus allows links to modules of other
components. If one component, e.g. a vacuum cleaning robot, has limited sensing
capabilities, it can be connected to a monitoring system and access the provided
location information. A middleware like Peis provides an abstraction layer to
ease the development of such applications.

Another technique are publish/subscribe systems [3,8]. The Helferlein mid-
dleware contains a publish/subscribe system to connect components and emerge
functionality from the information flow between them [2]. Here a component
can take the role of a producer which provides information or subscriber which
listens to information it is interested in. The transfer from producers to sub-
scribers is handled by the system and each component just registers for one or
both roles. On reception the subscriber can trigger certain functionality, e.g. a
lamp can turn itself on when it receives a message sent by a presence detector.

Also Web services provide a way to enable cooperation of different components
[9]. In form of a WSDL document a Web service can inform other Web services
about its functionality and how to access it. This self-description is an interesting
abstraction layer to build a system composed of distributed components, as
components can access other components with minimal prior knowledge of their
functionality.

Another example for a technique are the spread-of-activation networks as a
mechanism for action selection for autonomous agents [6]. Based on the actions
of an agent a network is constructed where actions that can (partly) enable or
disable other actions are connected. The state of the world and the given goal
are sources of activation energy which is distributed between actions. This flow
of energy is controlled by a set of five parameters and leads to an accumulation
of energy in actions, which are applicable in the current state and contribute
towards the goal. If the energy of an action surpasses a threshold during this
process it will be executed and thus a plan step-by-step constructed.

Based on the idea of spread-of-activation networks an algorithm for dis-
tributed planning in smart environments has been developed [12,11]. This al-
gorithm requires a declarative description of the functionality of the devices in
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the environment. The activation network here is constructed between the de-
vices, every device holds its own actions and connects to other actions via a
local network, and the flow of activation energy is controlled by the same five
parameters. This allows the creation of a plan without a central controller.

In this paper we will present an approach how components in a smart en-
vironment can provide information about the preconditions and effects of their
actions. Then we utilize this to build a spread-of-action network on top of these
descriptions and enable the components to find action sequences for given goals
in a completely decentralized manner.

3 From Annotated Objects to Distributed Planning

Automatic planning is concerned with the following problem: Given a set of
available actions (or operators), a starting state, and constraints on a goal state,
a sequence of actions (plan) shall be computed such that the state reached
after executing the plan satisfies the given constraints. In contrast to most other
planning systems as for example evaluated within the international planning
competition IPC1, we follow an approach in which the full plan is not constructed
in advance, but the plan is constructed and executed incrementally. As soon as
a useful action is identified, it is executed and the planning process continues
with the resulting state. Our approach is based on activation networks [6] and
an adaptation thereof for distributed execution described in [11]. In addition
it relies on our middleware that allows a dynamic construction of an ad-hoc
ensemble [1].

Objects encapsulating services and devices are deployed with a given ID into
a local network via our middleware. Those objects offer methods to modify their
state or to interact with their environment. All methods are annotated with
a formal specification of necessary preconditions to execute the method and
the resulting effects as exemplified in Listing 1.1. Planning operator schemata as
known from PDDL [5] can be derived from those annotations as described below.
Listing 1.2 shows the resulting PDDL code. As soon as a new goal enters the
system these schemata are used to instantiate all required planning operators.

Those operators connect themselves – again through our middleware – into
a so called activation network in which activation energy is spread out. New
energy enters the network as soon as a new goal is announced. All operators
able to contribute to the goal receive some energy and forward some of it to all
operators that might help to satisfy their preconditions. In addition, operators
destroying already satisfied preconditions are inhibited by negative energy. After
the energy is distributed through the network, the applicable operator with
maximum energy is executed. The repetition of energy distribution and execution
cycle leads to modification of the world towards a state satisfying the given goal
constraints. The full details of the construction of operators [7], the formation
of the network, and the distribution of energy can be found in [11,7].

1 For further information we refer to http://ipc.icaps-conference.org/

http://ipc.icaps-conference.org/
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The input to our system is a set of annotated objects, the present state of
the world, and a characterization of the goal-state to be achieved. The result is
the execution of an appropriate sequence of actions, leading from the current to
the desired state of the world. The whole approach is divided into the following
conceptual steps:

– For every object entering the ensemble, the planning operator schemata are
synthesized.

– For every goal fed into the ensemble, a spread-of-activation network is con-
structed. This network contains all instantiated operators which influence
the goal state together with the transitive closure of all operators effecting
their preconditions.

– Once the network is constructed, it is executed as described in [11]. The
execution of the network results in the execution of actions which lead to
the goal state.

Here, we concentrate on the first step, namely the construction of planning oper-
ators for a given set of annotated objects. In our approach, we restrict ourselves
to an object oriented setting in the following sense: The state of the world is de-
scribed as a set of triples. Every triple contains an object-ID, a property name,
and a corresponding value. Instead of allowing arbitrary first order predicates
within goal and state specifications, as customary in the automatic planning, we
restrict ourselves to such entity-property-value triples (EPVs).

Planning operator schemata are constructed for every annotated method as
shown in Listing 1.1. An additional parameter ?this – referring to the object
itself – is added. While synthesizing preconditions and effects, two cases need to
be considered: a property can be either functional or relational in the following
sense: Functional properties are properties which have exactly one value at any
time, like the mute-property from the example. In our system all properties for
which a nullary getter exists are assumed to be functional. In this case, effects can
be added which ensure the removal of the previous state as shown in Listing 1.2.
Non-functional properties define relations that hold in the current state of the
world. For example, a PDF-viewer may have several files open simultaneously. In
our system all properties with getter-functions accepting parameters are assumed
to define a relation. For relational properties, we assume that all necessary effects
are added to all methods manipulating this relation. An example of a relational
property is the open-relation within the PDF-viewer shown in Listing 1.1. In our
running implementation, the planning operators are not constructed explicitly,
even though they form the theoretical foundation our planning is built on, but
the underlying logic is implemented in our system. As for PDDL, we rely on
add- and remove lists within the logical specification. That is the positive and
negative effects are handled separately. Let E+ and E− be sets of positive and
negative effect predicates. For a given state S of the world, the successor state
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Listing 1.1. Annotations used in the definition of a projector (top) and a PDF-viewer
(bottom)

public interface Projector { ...
@Getter (property="Mute")
public String getMute ();

@PositivePreconditions(property="Power", value ="on")
@PositiveEffect(property="Mute", value ="?ARG1")
public void setMute (String mute); ... }

public interface PDFViewer { ...
@PositiveEffect(property="open", value ="?ARG1")
public String open(String filename );

@PositivePreconditions(property="open", value ="?ARG1")
@NegativeEffect(property="open", value ="?ARG1")
public void close(String filename );

@Getter (property="open")
public boolean isOpen(String filename ); ... }

Listing 1.2. PDDL operator schemata for the setMute and close-actions from
Listing 1.1

( :action Projector -setMute
:parameters (?this - projector ?a1 - mute)
:preconditions (holds ?this power on)
:effect (and (not (holds ?this mute ?this.mute))

(holds ?this mute ?a1) ) )

( :action PDFViewer -close
:parameters (?this - pdfviewer ?a1 - filename )
:preconditions (holds ?this open ?a1)
:effect (not (holds ?this open ?a1)) )

is defined as S′ = (S \ E−) ∪ E+. This add-over-delete semantic ensures that
the combined definition of positive and negative effects leads to a well defined
successor state.

4 Preliminary Experimental Evaluation

The spread of activation approach presented above is an interesting candidate
for goal-based interaction for a decentralized control of dynamic and heteroge-
neous device ensembles, because it allows a modular specification and ad-hoc
connection between all necessary components. Here we are not concerned with
a formal treatment of the algorithm’s properties, but rather with an evaluation
in practice. A rigorous formal investigation will be subject to future work as
discussed below. To evaluate our approach we used our laboratory, which is a
prototype of a smart meeting room. It is equipped with 8 projectors, 8 projec-
tion screens, dimmable lamps, a video/audio matrix switcher, and several other
sensors and actuators (shown in Figure 2). All available hardware components
are encapsulated in Java classes and the resulting objects are deployed using
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our middleware. For the experiments wrt. our distributed planning approach,
the implementation itself has not been modified, but only the above mentioned
annotations were added to the class-files and later investigated via the Java
reflection API. Instead of annotating the classes, it is also possible to specify
preconditions and effects of methods in a separate file. This allows the direct use
of third-party software components.

Fig. 2. The Smart Appliance Lab - a prototype of a future meeting room, equipped
with various interconnected sensors and actuators

The tables 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 contain an overview of five scenarios that have been
used as test cases, describing setting, goal, and one possible action sequence.
These scenarios where chosen with two aims in mind: (a) represent the daily
usage of our laboratory in meeting situations and (b) show conflict resolution
capabilities of spread-of-activation networks. They involve projectors and lamps,
which can be turned on and off, projection screens, which can be lowered and
raised, and a video/audio matrix switcher with 16 inputs and 16 outputs, which
can route every input to every output.

The difference between the first and second scenario is the formulation of our
goal: We want to give a presentation from our laptop, which is connected to
table no. 1, on projection screen no. 3. We can express this goal on a device-
level, which works without problems as every hardware component is represented
by an annotated object. For the second scenario we provided the system with
additional annotations about the preconditions of the effect “present table no.
x on projection screen no. y”. This concept enables the usage of goals on a
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Table 1. scenario no. 1

setting projector no. 3 off
projection screen no. 3 up
video/audio matrix switch output no. 3 unconnected

goal projector no. 3 on
projection screen no. 3 down
video/audio matrix switch input no. 1 connected to output no. 3

actions turn on projector no. 3
move down projection screen no. 3
connect input no. 1 to output no. 3 on video/audio matrix switch

Table 2. scenario no. 2

setting projector no. 3 off
projection screen no. 3 up
video/audio matrix switch output no. 3 unconnected

goal present table no. 1 on projection screen no. 3

actions turn on projector no. 3
move down projection screen no. 3
connect input no. 1 to output no. 3 on video/audio matrix switch

Table 3. scenario no. 3 – the projection screen can only be lowered when lamp no. 1
and 2 are turned off

setting lamp no. 1 on
lamp no. 2 off
lamp no. 3 off
projection screen no. 4 up

goal lamp no. 2 on
lamp no. 3 on
projection screen no. 4 down

actions turn off lamp no. 1
move down projection screen no. 4
turn on lamp no. 2
turn on lamp no. 3

higher level, but requires information about the setup of our laboratory and
connections between the devices. Therefore we wrote a Java class to generate
these annotations at runtime with the help of our middleware. To show the ability
of spread-of-activation networks to handle conflicts we introduced in scenario no.
3 and 4 the restriction that projection screen no. 4 can only be lowered if lamp
no. 1 and 2 are off. So in scenario no. 4 the system is required to undo an already
satisfied condition and turn one lamp off and later back on to reach the goal.
For scenario no. 5 the lecturer uses his own laptop and the stationary computer
in the laboratory to give a presentation on two projection screens.
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Table 4. scenario no. 4 – the projection screen can only be lowered when lamp no. 1
and 2 are turned off

setting lamp no. 1 on
lamp no. 2 on
lamp no. 3 off
projection screen no. 4 up

goal lamp no. 2 on
lamp no. 3 on
projection screen no. 4 down

actions turn off lamp no. 1
turn off lamp no. 2
move down projection screen no. 4
turn on lamp no. 2
turn on lamp no. 3

Table 5. scenario no. 5

setting projector no. 1 off
projector no. 3 off
projection screen no. 1 up
projection screen no. 3 up
video/audio matrix switch output no. 1 unconnected
video/audio matrix switch output no. 3 unconnected

goal projector no. 1 on
projector no. 3 on
projection screen no. 1 down
projection screen no. 3 down
video/audio matrix switch input no. 10 connected to output no. 1
video/audio matrix switch input no. 1 connected to output no. 3

actions turn on projector no. 1
turn on projector no. 3
move down projection screen no. 1
move down projection screen no. 3
connect input no. 10 to output no. 1 on video/audio matrix switch
connect input no. 1 to output no. 3 on video/audio matrix switch

To evaluate the runtime of the proposed system we measured the pure plan-
ning time, i.e., the time needed to find the action but without the time needed
for executing them. The parameters to control the flow of activation energy were
chosen by educated guessing and not changed between scenarios. Each scenario
has been repeated 50 times, and the results are shown in Figure 3.

Our system found the next suitable action – between 3 and 6 are needed to
satisfy a goal – in about 10 to 20 ms in average with the exception of scenario
no. 2 with 20 to 30 ms. This outlier results probably from the structure of the
scenario and the influence of the parameters. Overall an action sequence has
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Fig. 3. box-and-whisker plot of the runtime in each scenarios

been found in less than 100 ms. These results indicate that distributed planning
in smart environments is sufficient fast for scenarios with action sequences of
length 6 or less. An evaluation of more complex scenarios is needed to show the
limits of our system.

5 Open Problems and Future Work

The presented translation from annotations to planning operators enables the
usage of distributed planning for deployed objects. Unfortunately, we are not yet
able to provide any theoretical results about the behavior of the system. The
flow of activation energy is controlled by the same five parameters introduced
by Pattie Maes in [6]. During the spread of energy a normalization is applied to
keep the overall energy in the network constant at value P1 multiplied with the
number of planning operators. P2 defines the energy threshold for the execution
of an operator. P3 influences the amount of energy an operator receives for its
effect needed in an open goal or unsatisfied precondition. P4 controls how much
energy an operator looses for its effect destroying a satisfied part of the goal
or precondition. P5 determines what energy an operator gets for its satisfied
precondition from the current world state. Also an executable operator2 will
send a fraction of P5 energy to propagate its influence on the world state.

It is yet unclear what an optimal set of parameters is, or whether it exists
at all. In the work presented in [6] and [11] the set of available operators is
assumed to be known and fixed. And it seems that for every set of operators

2 All preconditions hold in the current world, but not all effects.
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a suitable parametrization can be found. As our approach employs the spread
of activation, we inherit this problem. But, in our case the set of operators is
dynamic, i.e., we can not pre-define the parameters. Therefore, we will further
investigate an automatic derivation of parameters for a given set of operators.
Also the influence of single parameters on the runtime of the system, the ability
to find suitable action sequences, or convergence of the system are yet unknown.
A formal investigation will be subject to future work.

Our approach currently relies on extensive communication to exchange ac-
tivation energy between components and a global normalization operation is
performed every round to keep the total energy constant. Therefore, we expect
that the underlying network technology may limit the scalability of our system.
An study with more complex scenarios is needed to show this limitation.

A further problem is the cyclic action selection. As every action is executed
right after being selected, the planning process can run into circles. For example
the goal turn projector on and turn projector off will immediately lead to a
repeated toggling of the power state of the projector. Even though this example
seems a bit artificial, we cannot guarantee the detection of inconsistent goals
and neither can we prevent the repeated execution of a loop. All those problems
will be addressed by further research.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we addressed the problem of decentralized action selection in het-
erogeneous and dynamic software environments. We showed how to proceed
from annotated objects towards a distributed planning system. Based on formal
specification of the methods’ preconditions and effects, we synthesize planning
operators. By employing a spread of activation approach we were able to create
a goal-directed behavior of a completely decentralized system within our labo-
ratory. No modification of the available software components was necessary, but
only a formal specification of the methods’ preconditions and effects.

The preliminary experimental results are very encouraging. The system found
a solution in all scenarios in a reasonable time. Nonetheless, much remains to be
done. In particular, a thorough theoretical investigation of the employed spread
of activation approach needs to be done. It is yet unclear under which conditions
such a system terminates or converges to the desired solution. The underlying
spread of activation approach is controlled by different parameters controlling
the flow of energy within the network. For our work, different settings have been
investigated until a sufficient solution has been found. But finding an optimal
solution (if there is one) remains a challenge for the future. This is particularly
interesting while scaling our approach to larger installation, as for example,
beyond the setting of a single room.

We understand this work as a step towards automatically connecting ensem-
bles of heterogeneous devices and services as already present in modern living
and working environments, with their multitude of sensors and actuators. The
proposed system enables a goal-directed behavior within such ensembles with-
out any pre-configuration. Thus, it provides a necessary prerequisite for building
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truly intelligent ambient environments in which all available devices and services
cooperate to support the users.
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